Ceramic Forms

Yee Soo Kyung (Seoul, Korea)

Who made this sculpture? Yee Soo Kyung

was born in 1963 in Seoul, Korea, where she
still lives and works today. As an artist, she has
created a wide variety of conceptual works,
based on her country’s cultural memories and
the common sense of modern-day people. Her
areas of expertise include sculpture, video,
painting, and drawing.
Her artworks have been exhibited at the
Gwangju Biennale in 2006, (Gwangju, South
Korea), the Liverpool Biennale in 2008 (Liverpool, England), the IFEMA ARCO Collection
in Madrid (Spain), and Echigo- Tsumari City
in Japan. They have also been collected by
the National Museum of Contemporary Art in
Korea.
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What ideas are being explored in this
sculpture? Like many young emerging Korean
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artists, Yee Soo-Kyung’s work employs a variety
of disciplines to realize her goal of transforming
traditional Korean objects and concepts into
new contemporary forms. The familiar ceramic
designs and surfaces, the fragility of the material and vessel forms are deeply embedded in
the Korean consciousness; they are also recognized internationally as a central component
of the Korean cultural identity. In the process of
assembling fragments of Korean ceramics into
entirely new sculptures, the traditional form is
transformed and translated. The artist forces
the curved fragments of ceramics together
in ways that are both new and yet also retain
much of the aesthetic of the original forms. How
to be modern and yet retain an appreciation
for traditional forms and values is addressed
in both the process and visual presence of the
work, which also suggests a nostalgia for traditional forms and design.
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How was this sculpture made? This piece is

part of the recent Translated Vase Series in
which Yee Soo Kyung uses hundreds of discarded porcelain fragments and shards made
by master Korean ceramicists to create her own
“recycled” creative work. Playing on the double
meaning of the Korean term “Geum”, which can
mean “gold” or “split”, the artist chooses the
gold material traditionally used in the repair of
porcelain to put the pieces together.
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How

does this work connect with this

artist ’ s other works ?
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Yee Soo Kyung
started working with sculptures assembled
from broken porcelain pieces in 2001 when
she was invited to exhibit at the Ceramic in
Contemporary Art Bienniale held in Albisola,
Italy. She was inspired by a poem, White
Ceramic Lady (1946), in which porcelain china
was described as a perfect and refined object.
In collaboration with an Italian ceramicist, Yee
created twelve white porcelain pieces characteristic of the Joseon Dynasty (1392 – 1910)
which introduced white ceramics production
in Korea and which also saw the emergence
of Confucian culture there. The development
of the porcelain became an important part of
the new dynasty’s efforts to lay down a firm
societal foundation. Its simple and austere
white ceramics were matched with the ideals
of a Confucian lifestyle.
The Translated Vase Series is about reconstructing pieces of broken ceramics disposed
of by traditional Korean ceramic studios. Each
fragmented piece is no longer an image of
the purity of beauty usually associated with
Korean porcelain. Yee treats each piece as an
individual entity and reconstructs unexpected
pieces into one.

To learn more:

www.otafinearts.com
www.vancouverbiennale.com
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Who put this sculpture on display in Vancouver? This sculpture is part of Vancouver Biennale

2009-2011 Exhibition. The Vancouver Biennale is a non-profit charitable organization that celebrates
art in public space. Each exhibition transforms the urban landscape into an Open Air Museum,
creating globally inspired cultural experiences where people live, work, play and transit. The Biennale features internationally renowned and emerging Contemporary artists that represent a diversity
of cultural perspectives and artistic disciplines including sculpture, new media, performance works
and film. The objective is to use great art as a catalyst to transformative learning and social action.
The Vancouver Biennale also creates supporting public programs, events and publications including the award-winning BIG IDEAS Education program, the International Artist Residency Program
inspired by Martin Luther King’s “I Have a Dream”, the CineFest LIVE documentary film festival and
the Tour de Biennale and BIKEnnale arts & culture cycling events.

To learn more you can search the terms biennale, public art or outdoor sculpture parks on-line.
Also Visit the Vancouver Biennale website at www.vancouverbiennale.com
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